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MACHINING TresPA® MeTeON®

General
Machining panels should only be done by a machining or construction professional with proper equipment. 

The homogeneous composition of the material makes it possible to machine both the sides and the surface. Machining 

Trespa® panels is comparable to machining high quality hardwood. Trespa® panels may be machined using carpentry 

tools. The hardness of Trespa® panels makes greater demands on tools than machining materials composed of softwood. 

The use of hard metal tools is advised.   Diamond-tipped tools are recommended for large series. This ensures a very good 

finish and a long tool life.

Health and safety
Please note that serious dangers are inherent with the use of (carpentry) machinery. In all cases, adhere strictly to 

the guidelines of the machinery manufacturers and the recommendations of the safety and labour organizations.

Transport and handling
In general, lift the Trespa® panels and avoid sliding them as much as possible, also during transport and assembly. 

Additional guidelines apply for Trespa® Meteon® Gloss or other Trespa® panels provided with a protective foil:

防  Do not remove protective foil during machining.

防   Machine preferably using computer operated equipment.

防   Do not write directly on the protective foil but use adhesive stickers for marking/coding.

防   Remove only the foil in the affected areas in case of the foil burns or melts during machining.
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This document is intended to provide general recommendations only. Trespa provides these guidelines and all testing, code 

and design data for informational purposes only and strongly advises that the customer, project owner and architect seek 

independent advice from a certified construction professional and/or engineer regarding application and installation as well 

as compliance with design requirements, applicable codes, laws and regulations, and test standards. Please check your local 

codes and applicable design requirements for proper use. 

General
Trespa® Meteon® has a closed surface that is virtually pore-free making it highly impenetrable to contamination. In addition, 

Trespa® Meteon® is highly resistant to a large number of chemicals including many different non-aggressive and aggressive 

cleaning agents.

Although Trespa® Meteon® requires minimum maintenance, it is advisable to clean the panels after installation on site 

and at yearly intervals or whenever the windows are being cleaned thereafter, depending on the area, type of application 

and the care taken with processing and assembly.

Dirt prevention
Design considerations

The effect of dirt on decorative panels varies depending on the cause. An even layer of dust, for instance, is less obvious than 

streaks or patches caused by rainwater running off and leaving concentrated deposits of dust and dirt. Various construction 

solutions exist to prevent concentrated dirt marks e.g. by

防  applying fitting overhangs with water deflecting edges;

防  using flat-headed fast-fixing screws for Trespa® Meteon®;

防   ensuring that joints do not occur above the centre of another panel.

Construction considerations

Some dirt is bound to be generated during construction, but unnecessary soiling should be avoided:

防   remove any labels or stickers immediately after installation;

防  apply adhesives and mastic accurately;

防  mask panel edges while frames are being painted; 

防   remove severe stains such as paint, cement or tar immediately.

Cleaning and repairing
Trespa® panels may not just be affected by dust, dirty handprints or algae growth. More serious problems such as soot coating, 

stubborn graffiti or accidents on site may occur. A wide range of special cleaning agents specifically for these types of staining 

are available through third parties. Do not use cleaning agents with abrasive or polishing components. Only use clean sponges, 

soft nylon brushes or cloths and avoid brushes with hard rigid bristles. Always follow the manufacturer’s instructions closely.

Recommended concentrations and soaking times should not be exceeded. Good cleaning results will depend on how well 

the contamination dissolves under the influence of the cleaning agent used. Some products, such as 2-component paint systems, 

polyurethane, silicone or other polymers, do not dissolve, making them very difficult to remove. Incomplete removal or removal 

with an unsuitable product may create a permanent film on the panels. This residue may cause an uneven discolouration 
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sawing
The following general guideline apply to sawing of Trespa® Meteon® panels.

防  Feed: 7 - 22 m/min (≈ 23 - 72 ft/min).

防  Tooth:  Alternate tooth or trapezoid flat tooth.

防  Positioning: Entering tooth always at the decorative side of the Trespa® panel.

防  Cutting edges:  Best results are obtained with stationary machines.  

Any sharp edges can be removed with sandpaper or router.

防  Rake angle:  A rake angle of 45º gives the best performance.

防   Use insert templates covered with rubber mats to prevent the Trespa® panels from sliding if the machine does not have  

a moving worktop and/or if you are machining double-sided panels.

Saw-blade height setting Alternate tooth Trapezoid flat tooth

Stationary circular saw

Have the decorative side facing upwards when sawing, drilling and routing. 

When a decorative side must be slid over the machine’s worktop while machining, it is recommended to place a protective 

panel, for example of hardwood, on the worktop.

Portable circular saw

When using a portable circular saw, the non-decorative side should be upwards.

Diameter Teeth Number of 
revolutions

saw blade 
thickness

saw blade 
height setting

mm inch mm inch mm inch

300 ≈ 12 72 ≈ 6.000/min 3,4 ≈ 1/8 30 ≈ 1 1/4

350 ≈ 14 84 ≈ 5.000/min 4,0 ≈ 3/16 35 ≈ 1 3/8

400 ≈ 16 96 ≈ 4.000/min 4,8 ≈ 3/16 40 ≈ 1 5/8

Diameter Teeth Number of 
revolutions

Blade thickness Height setting

mm inch mm inch mm inch

150 ≈ 6 36 ≈ 4.000/min 2,5 ≈ 1/8 15 ≈ 5/8

200 ≈ 8 46 ≈ 4.000/min 3,0 ≈ 1/8 20 ≈ 3/4
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Jig saw
防   Jig saw: carbide-tipped, interior corners of cut-outs should be drilled first with 8 - 10 mm (≈ 5/16 - 3/8 in) hole diameter.

防  Consider the use of a specific jig saw blade for decorative surfaces.

 
Drilling
Carbide-tipped HSS-drill, top angle 60-80º. Trespa® panels should be drilled with support sheets.

Large holes, e.g. for suspension and locking equipment, are to be drilled with combination drills without a centering point.

Diameter Number of revolutions Feed

mm inch mm/min inch/min

5 ≈ 1/4 ≈ 3.000/min 60 - 120 ≈ 2 - 5

8 ≈ 5/16 ≈ 2.000/min 40 - 80 ≈ 1 1/2 - 3

10 ≈ 3/8 ≈ 1.500/min 30 - 60 ≈ 1 - 2

routing
Routing shapes:

防  straight and slanted bits for cutting edges and bevelling;  

防  hollow or round ground bits for rounded edges;

防  diamond groove-circular saw blades for grooves.

Material:

防  cutters made of hard metal or diamond.

Manually operated routing cutter or spindle moulder:

Diameter Number of revolutions speed Feed

mm inch m/s ft/s m/min ft/min

20 - 25 ≈ 1 ≈ 18.000 - 24.000/min 20 - 30 ≈ 65 - 100 5 ≈ 16

125 ≈ 5 ≈ 6.000 - 9.000/min 40 - 60 ≈ 130 - 200 5 - 15 ≈ 16 - 50
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